Can u hook up subs to a stock radio

Turn the gain all the way down, start playing music and turn it up to where you usually listen, where the mids sound good. If you have a
2 ohm sub and a 4 ohm amp it won't produce enough power to properly power the sub. The remote antenna power wire is responsible
for the antenna coming out of a car with a retractable antenna. ccan Common values are 2, 4, or 8 ohms, so do your homework
beforehand. Want to know how to hook up subs and amp to stock. Hi guys I have can u hook up subs to a stock radio 04 mazda3 it
has a bose stock radio and I want to hook up a amp and sub but I know you need rca wires. Also, if you connect the line out
converter straight to the subs without an amp, they won't have enough power to function. Then hooked the speaker in the rear deck
back into that. You cannot just plug it in; you must charge it first with a resistor, use a 1k ohm resistor because they do not get as hot, it
only takes a few seconds to charge, do not do this bare handed. I don't know if just the chevy stereo wouldn't work with … it or if it's
all subx stereos. In Stereo World, this is called "Input Voltage. What you are looking for, friend, is commonly called a "Knockdown," or
a "Step-Down-Converter. To cheap to buy aftermarket stereo and I like the one in the impala already. hooi How do I fix this. I have a
10" sub and an amp in my 2004 Chevy silverado. Its really simple honestly. If you're using After market Stereo there will be a blue wire
coming from the wire harness in the back, mostly these are attached so you have to splice, just snip them and tape off the old end and
run your remote wire to your amp. You can y these harnesses by going to crutchfi … eld. Tune them gain until the subs sound good.
The One I Listed Is A Little On The High Q Side But It Is Great If You Use An Ipod Also. What you are looking for, friend, is
commonly called a "Knockdown," or a "Step-Down-Converter. I have a 10" sub and an amp in my 2004 Chevy silverado. Just match
the positive and negatives.

